This study reports development of a novel method for high resolution in vivo imaging of 30 the function of individual mouse retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) that overcomes many limitations 31 of available methods for recording RGC physiology. The technique combines insertion of a 32 genetically encoded calcium indicator into RGCs with imaging of calcium responses over many 33 days with FACILE (functional adaptive optics cellular imaging in the living eye). FACILE 34 extends the most common method for RGC physiology, in vitro physiology, by allowing 35 repeated imaging of the function of each cell over many sessions and by avoiding damage to the 36 retina during removal from the eye. This makes it possible to track changes in the response of 37 individual cells during morphological development or degeneration. FACILE also overcomes 38 limitations of existing in vivo imaging methods, providing fine spatial and temporal detail, 39 structure -function comparison and simultaneous analysis of multiple cells. 40 41 Keywords: retinal ganglion cells, in vivo adaptive optics imaging, calcium imaging 42 43 44 45
Introduction
Available methods for examining the physiology of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) have 47 marked limitations, which are resolved by the novel in vivo imaging method described here. 48
Existing in vivo methods study cells in a relatively unperturbed state, but the physical challenge 49 of recording within the eye often limits recording to a small number of cells (e.g., Martin et al. 50 2001) , and repeated study of individual cells is not possible. In vitro recording is a highly 51 efficient approach, imaging or recording electrophysiological responses from many cells 52 simultaneously (e.g., Borghuis et al. 2011; Chichilnisky and Kalmar 2002) , but it has two major 53 limitations. It does not permit long term study of the same retinal neurons and circuitry over 54 time, for example the study of how neurons degenerate or how they change during development. 55
Also, in vitro methods do not avoid possible artifacts due to retina removal itself, for example the 56 effect of cutting the axons of ganglion cells (Lukas et al. 2009; Mandolesi et al. 2004) . 57
Here we demonstrate an in vivo imaging method, FACILE (functional adaptive optics 58 cellular imaging in the living eye), that can repeatedly image the light response of ganglion cells 59 in eyes of living mice. This method shares the advantages of other in vivo techniques in studying 60 retinal cells in an intact state and it can track the response of individual cells over days or weeks. 61
Like other imaging methods, FACILE permits the study of many cells simultaneously, but unlike 62 low resolution imaging (Prilloff et al. 2010; Sabel et al. 1997) , it provides both subcellular 63 resolution and high sensitivity. Fluorescent adaptive optics (AO) imaging has previously been 64 used to image the morphology of retinal ganglion cells expressing fluorescent protein in living 65 rodent eyes, and characterize their dendritic stratification (Geng et al. 2012; Geng et al. 2009) . 66
Here, to study ganglion cell physiology, we expressed the genetically encoded calcium indicator 67 (GECI), G-CaMP3 (Tian et al. 2009 ), in retinal ganglion cells, and tracked the calcium response 68 of individual cells to visual stimuli. A challenge of in vivo fluorescent imaging is that it uses In vivo calcium imaging of mouse retinal ganglion cells 2/11/2013 4 visible light that strongly light adapts the retina. For example, in this study the excitation 70 wavelength was 488 nm, which is close to the peak sensitivity of mouse middle-wavelength 71 sensitive (M) cone opsin, and rhodopsin (Jacobs et al. 2004; Lyubarsky et al. 2004; Lyubarsky et 72 al. 1999) . In order to separate visual activation from response to the imaging light, we used 73 ultraviolet (UV) light (365 nm) to stimulate the retina thus selectively activating the short-74 wavelength sensitive (S) cone opsin, which activates most retinal ganglion cells (Wang et al. 75 2011). 76 Because in vivo imaging is intrinsically photon-limited, we used a viral-vector mediated 77 gene delivery that leads to a high level of G-CaMP3 expression in cells, without damaging the 78 cells. The rabies vector produced intense G-CaMP3 expression in individual ganglion cells 79 without non-specific background expression, which improved the signal to noise (SNR) of 80 imaging. As described below, rabies mediated G-CaMP3 expression produced stable 81 physiological responses in cells over the first 4 to 8 days of imaging, which then declined as the 82 cells began to degenerate. 83
84
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Materials and Methods

85
Intracranial injection of rabies vector 86 Rabies vector was produced in the laboratory of Dr. Edward M. Callaway (Salk Institute  87 for Biological Study, San Diego, CA, USA). In brief, G-deleted rabies viruses are generated in 88 B7GG cells, concentrated by two rounds of centrifugation, and titrated in HEK293t cells as 89 described previously (Osakada et al. 2011) . The titers of the viruses used in this study were 4.8-90 8.0 x 10 8 infectious units/ml. The injection procedure was as described previously (Cetin et al. 91 2006) , and followed the guidelines of Biosafety Level 2. Typical coordinates of injections into 92 superior colliculus were 3.8 mm posterior to Bregma, 1.0 mm lateral, at two depths of 1.4 and 93 (Geng et al. 2012) . Briefly, during imaging, we 109 captured two channels of images simultaneously: a reflectance image of the retinal structure 110 (e.g., vessels in the inner retina), using infrared light with center wavelength 790 nm, and a 111 fluorescence image of the G-CaMP3 expressing ganglion cells (excitation: 488 nm, and 112 emission: 525 ± 17.5 nm) (FF01-520/35-25, Semrock, Rochester, NY, USA). Infrared (IR) light 113 of 850 nm was also used for wavefront sensing to correct the optical aberrations of the mouse 114 eye. All imaging lights, 488, 790 and 850 nm, were scanned over a 6 × 5 degree rectangular 115 region on the retina, and AO images were taken over a central 5 x 5 degree square, where 116 illumination was more uniform. The intensities of the imaging lights at pupil were around 100 117 μW (488 nm), 150 μW (790 nm) and 25 μW (850 nm). 118
Eye motion was calculated from high SNR reflectance images of retinal structure (e.g., 119 vasculature), and the motion correction applied to both channels. Images of both channels were 120 captured at 25 Hz. The gain of the fluorescence channel was set to fully utilize the dynamic 121 range of the system, with only a small percent of pixels being saturated. For navigation across 122 the retina the retinal vasculature visible in AO reflectance was compared to low resolution, large 123 field fundus images. 124
Presentation of UV light 125
The primary visual stimulus was 365 nm ultraviolet light. The UV light was generated by 126 an LED that produced a peak wavelength of 365 nm (M365L2-UV, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, 127 USA), and was presented to the eye in Maxwellian view over a circular region of ~ 24 degree 128 diameter on the retina. The intensity of the UV light at pupil was 20 μW. 129
Visual impact of imaging and visual stimulation lights 130
To compare the visual impact on photoreceptors of the various imaging and stimulation 131 lights, we calculated isomerization rates for mouse M-and S-pigments and rhodopsin using In vivo calcium imaging of mouse retinal ganglion cells 2/11/2013 7 methods described by Naarendorp (2010) (see also, Wang et al. 2011) ( Fig. 1A,B ). The spectral 133 sensitivities followed the template developed by Govardovskii et al. (2000) using λ max s of 508 134 nm, 360 nm and 498 nm (Jacobs et al. 2004; Lyubarsky et al. 2004; Lyubarsky et al. 1999) . 135
Pigment self-screening was calculated based on inner segment lengths of 13.4 um for cones and 136 24 um for rods measured by Carter-Dawson and LaVail (1979) , and an axial specific density of 137 0.015 um -1 for cones and 0.019 um -1 for rods (Naarendorp et al. 2010 ). The end-on collecting 138 area of mouse rods and cones were 0.85 μm 2 and 1 μm 2 (Naarendorp et al. 2010). Pre-retinal 139 absorption of the mouse eye was estimated from Henriksson, et al. (2010) . To simply the 140 calculation, all light sources were treated as monochromatic light, with all the power at the 141 spectral peak. To estimate the bleaching effect of imaging lights, we assumed a total 7.4 log 10 142 pigments in a M cone (Fu 2011), estimated from cone outer segment volume of 14 μm 3 (Carter-143
Dawson and LaVail 1979) and a pigment concentration of ~ 3 mM (Harosi 1975) . (ROIs) were placed on each ganglion cell soma identified in the summed image of that video 163 (see Fig. 2 ). As a measure of background, a rectangular ROI larger than a typical ganglion cell 164 soma was placed at a location where there were no visible ganglion cell somas. Fluorescence 165 intensity was measured within ROIs for each frame of the video, generating a temporal sequence 166 of fluorescence intensity for each identified ganglion cell soma. 167
To improve the signal-noise-ratio of the measurement (as illustrated in Fig. 2B , left 168 panel), we binned 10 successive samples, reducing the temporal sampling rate from 25 Hz to 2.5 169
Hz, a rate that is fast relative to the calcium response of ganglion cells. A time stamp was 170 recorded for every video frame during image capture, in order to correctly align each frame with 171 the timing of stimulus presentation. 172
Measurement of peak response from normalized fluorescence 173 We calculated fluorescence response (ratio F/F 0 ), by normalizing measured fluorescence 174 (F) of each stimulus cycles to the mean baseline value (F 0 ) obtained from the time preceding the 175 onset of the UV flash (2 sec to 0.4 sec before onset). Time of the peak response was identified 176 from smoothed data with a 3-sample moving boxcar average, and the peak response amplitude 177 was determined as the mean of three consecutive time points statistically different from baseline 178 is of concern, given that it approaches the value that has been shown to produce retinal damage 190 in rat (Busch et al. 1999; Gorgels and van Norren 1995; van Norren and Gorgels 2011) . Despite 191 this concern, no photoreceptor alteration or loss was found in AO imaging at any retinal location 192 on any of the imaging sessions over 7 days, nor was there any visible change in cornea or lens. imaging laser in the present study was 488 nm rather than 514 nm, chosen to match the 207 excitation of G-CaMP3, and lower laser intensities were used in this study in order to maintain 208 safe light levels during the extended imaging needed to characterize physiological responses (see 209
Materials and Methods). 210
Visual stimuli were 488 nm (blue) or 365 nm (UV)
211
To excite retinal neurons we initially used the onset of the 488 nm (blue) imaging field, a 212 wavelength near the peak sensitivities of both mouse M cones and rods (Figs. 1A and 2A) . 213
However, to minimize interactions between the stimulation and imaging light, most 214 measurements in this study were made of responses to 365 nm (UV) light ( Figs. 1A and 2B) , 215 obtained in the presence of constant 488 nm illumination. As shown in Figure 1A , 365 nm light 216 is near the peak sensitivity of mouse S cones (Jacobs and Rowe 2004; Lyubarsky et al. 1999; 217 Nikonov et al. 2006) , and activates both S cones, and the many cones that co-express M-and S- In vivo calcium imaging of mouse retinal ganglion cells 2/11/2013 11 the intensity of the UV stimulus was set approximately 3 log 10 units above that of the 488 nm 221 fluorescence imaging light (Fig. 1B) . 222
Calcium responses to brief stimuli 223 We examined the time course of calcium responses to brief stimuli, initially to onset of 224 the 488 nm imaging field. Figure 2A illustrates the G-CaMP3 response of a ganglion cell in the 225 living mouse eye to onset of the 488 nm imaging light. The response (blue curve) showed a 226 quick rise to peak, followed by a slower decay to baseline within 10 sec. This response 227 demonstrates that the 488 nm imaging light activates retinal neurons, suggesting that calcium 228 responses might best be understood if the 488 nm light was held constant. The right panel of 229 Figure 2A shows the method used to determine calcium responses on a summed fluorescence 230 image of ganglion cells expressing G-CaMP3. To determine the time course of G-CaMP3 231 fluorescence, we measured mean fluorescence intensity within oval regions of interest (ROI) at 232 the selected ganglion cell soma ( Fig. 2A , white oval in the right panel). 233
To separate the effects of visual stimulation from activation by the imaging field, we kept 234 the 488 imaging field constant and measured the calcium response to a brief pulse of UV light. 235 Figure 2B shows the time course of the calcium response to a 1 sec pulse of UV light, measured 236 from the ganglion cell soma within the white oval ROI on the right panel. The fluorescence 237 intensity (Fig. 2B, red Calcium responses to UV stimuli of longer duration 240
Following the above measurement of responses to brief stimuli, the remaining data in this 241 study were collected using 8 sec presentation of the UV stimulus, in order to reveal both 242 transient and sustained calcium responses. Figure 3 shows examples of fluorescent responses to 243
In vivo calcium imaging of mouse retinal ganglion cells 2/11/2013 12 varied across cells, increasing in some and decreasing in others. For cells having increased 245 responses, the responses of some cells continued to increase or plateaued as long as the UV 246 stimulus was present (e.g., Fig. 3A , top panel and Fig. 3B , panels in the top row), while responses 247 of other cells peaked early during the 8-second UV stimulus and then declined (e.g., Fig. 3B, the  248 first, third and fourth panels from left in the second row). For all cells with a decreased 249 response, responses generally continued to decrease as long as the UV stimulus was present. 250
However, after UV stimulus offset, the response of some cells recovered to baseline level rapidly 251 (e.g., Fig. 3A , bottom panel and Fig. 3B , middle panel in the third row and the first panel from 252 left in the fourth row), while the response of other cells recovered more slowly (e.g., Fig. 3B , the 253 first and third panels from left in the third row). To estimate the main peak response amplitude 254 across ganglion cell population, we quantified peak responses of 60 imaged cells measured on 255 day 6 (see Appendix). 11 out of the 60 cells showed statistically significant increase in 256 fluorescence. 41 out of the 60 cells showed statistically significant decrease in fluorescence. 257
The mean amplitude of increased fluorescence was 0.4 ± 0.4 (SD), which was approximately 3 258 fold greater than that of decreased fluorescence: 0.15 ± 0.04 (SD). 259
Calcium responses of ganglion cells across time after rabies injection 260
To evaluate the value of FACILE methodology for chronic study of neuronal responses, 261
we examined the calcium response of individual ganglion cells across multiple days, during 262 which the cells degenerated. Figure 4A shows repeated imaging on days 4, 6, 8 and 10 of two 263 clusters of G-CaMP3 expressing ganglion cells in the retinas of two different mice. The total 264 number of transduced ganglion cells was highest around day 6 (Fig. 4A, bottom panels) . To 265 assess the consistency of cell responses over multiple days, normalized responses of selected 266 cells were shown in Figure 4B (see Fig. 3 also, for cells identified with same numbers). A 267 transduced ganglion cell was typically visible for at least three of the time points, and different
In vivo calcium imaging of mouse retinal ganglion cells 2/11/2013 13 cells initially became visible on different days. For example, cells 1-4 were visible on days 4 -269 8, whereas cell 5 was visible on day 6-10 ( Fig. 4A ). For cells showing increased fluorescence to 270 visual stimulation, responses were typically stable for two time points, then greatly decreased at 271 the third time point (e.g., cells 1-3 in Fig. 4B ), whereas those showing decreased fluorescence 272 often remained relatively stable until they could no longer be imaged (cells 7 -12 in Fig. 4B) . imaging of the subcellular structure (soma, proximal dendrites) of ganglion cells ( Fig. 2A,B, The calcium response of ganglion cells to light stimulation has previously been recorded 299 with in vitro preparations (Borghuis et al. 2011; Briggman and Euler 2011; Zariwala et al. 2012) . 300
These studies used either a calcium indicator dye, Oregon Green BAPTA (OGB), or a 301 genetically encoded calcium indicator, G-CaMP3, imaged with a two-photon laser. Briggman 302 and Euler (2011) studied the calcium response of mouse ganglion cells to 1.5 second 303 presentation of a 420 nm and 580 nm spot that ranged in diameter from 50 µm to 800 µm. 304
Responses to a 800 µm spot (their Fig. 2A) , the condition most similar to that used in the present 305 study, showed increased or decreased fluorescent response similar to that seen in Figure 3 in the 306 present study. Borghuis et al. (2011) studied the calcium responses of mouse ganglion cell to 2 307 sec presentation of a full-field 458 nm stimulus (their Fig. 6B ), and also showed increased or 308 decreased responses to light in some cells similar to that seen in Figure 3 of this study. 309
Both Borghuis et al. (2011) and Briggman and Euler (2011) showed cells with clear OFF 310 responses, i.e. fluorescence increase above baseline level to light off. While many cells in our 311 study showed decreased responses during the 8-sec UV flash presentation (Fig. 3) , none showed 312 increased fluorescence above baseline after the 8-sec UV flash was extinguished. The ~ 24 313 degree UV spot used in our study was much larger than the optimal 10 degree spot diameter for The FACILE method described here can be extended to additional applications by slight 321 changes in calcium indicators, visual stimuli, imaging methods and even different species. Long-322 term retinal changes could be examined over weeks to months by the use of less damaging 323 methods for inserting GECIs into retinal cells than the rabies virus used here. Precisely focused 324 patterned stimuli, generated with the adaptive optics system, can be used to map receptive fields 325 with high precision. The method is currently being extended to non-human primates, which 326 offer an animal model of retinal function and dysfunction that is closely related to human retina. 327
Different imaging modalities will greatly extend the capabilities of the FACILE method. For 328 example, the use of fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) based sensors can provide 329 both ratiometric calcium imaging and structural imaging, and extend the method towards 330 studying fine scale molecular interactions. Furthermore, multiphoton methods (Hunter et al. 331 2011) will permit non-invasive FACILE imaging of many compounds involved in the retinoid 332 cycle, thus potentially extending the approach to the human retina. 333
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This work was supported by NIH research grants-EY019375, EY021166, EY004367, 349 A. Scatter plot of peak response amplitude versus time to peak of the 52 out of 60 imaged 414 cells from 6 locations in 5 mouse eyes that showed statistically significant peak responses. Cells 415 with increased fluorescence to the UV stimulus are shown in red (± SE) and those with decreased 416 fluorescence in green (± SE). The horizontal dashed line is the baseline of F/F 0 = 1, and the 417 vertical dashed line is the end of the 8-second UV stimulus. Eight cells showed no statistically 418 significant response, and were not shown. Y-axis is in log 10 scale. 
